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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Active-sitedynamicsofflavodoxins

Flavodoxins
Flavodoxins are small low-potential electron-transfering proteins (molecular
weight 14-25 kDa). They can be isolated from a wide variety of organisms,
including some algae and strictly anaerobic bacteria, as well as obligatory and
facultatively aerobic bacteria. Flavodoxins are produced under iron-deficient
conditions and can substitute efficiently for ferredoxins (for reviews on
flavodoxins see:MayhewandLudwig, 1975;Simondson andTollin, 1980;Tollin
and Edmondson, 1980; Mayhew and Tollin, 1992).It has to be stressed that in
some organisms flavodoxin is a constitutive component of the cell (Yoch and
Valentine, 1972).Flavodoxinshavenotyetbeenfound inplantsandanimals.
Flavodoxins promote electron transfer between tworedoxproteins aspartof
photosynthetic, nitrogen- or sulfate-reducing or hydrogen-evolving systems
(IUPAC-IUB, 1970). Flavodoxins contain one non-covalently bound flavin
mononucleotide (FMN) which can exist in three different oxidation states (see
Figure 1), i.e. oxidized, one-electron reduced (semiquinone) and two-electron
reduced (hydroquinone). Under physiological conditions flavodoxins shuttle
between the semiquinone and hydroquinone states and are thus one-electrontransfering proteins.
Amino acid composition and sequence have been determined for quite a
number of flavodoxins, but the three-dimensional structure has been elucidated
for only a few oxidized flavodoxins (Watenpaugh et al., 1973; Burnett et al.,
1974; Smith et al., 1983; van Mierlo et al., 1990a; Fukuyama et al., 1990).
Furthermore, the 3-dimensional structure of some flavodoxins has been
determined inthe semiquinone and reduced state (Smith et al., 1977;Ludwig et
al., 1982;van Mierlo et al., 1990b; Watt et al., 1991).The overall structures of
these flavodoxins intheir different oxidation states arehighly similar,except for
some smallvariations inactive siteconformation and amino acidcomposition. It
has been demonstrated that upon reduction of some flavodoxins the protein
backbone undergoes a conformational change near the flavin facilitating
hydrogen bonding between the flavin molecule and the protein (Ludwig et al.,
1982;Wattetal.,1991).
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Figure 1.The molecular structure of oxidized and two-electron-reducedprotein-bound flavin
mononucleotide (R is ribityl 5'-phosphate). Upon reduction the flavin atom N(l) remains
unhydrogenatedandtheresultingnegativechargeisdelocalized(seetextfordetails).

Internaldynamics ofproteins
Early high-resolution X-ray crystal structure determinations gave the
impression that globular proteins were densely packed bodies with precisely
defined structures. Consequently onethought thatproteins werefairly rigid with
no or little internal mobility. This picture had to be modified, when
experimental evidence accumulated showing that proteins have substantial
flexibility which allows for considerable internal motion. Such motions could
occur either in response to thermal forces or in response to specific or nonspecific interactions with other molecules, e.g. ligand or substrate binding
(Williams, 1977; Careri et al., 1979). Experimental evidence for the flexible
nature of proteins came from severalmethods.
Itwasrealizedthatpacking defects areessentialinordertoproducechannels
through which oxygen can diffuse to and from the oxygen-binding sites in
haemoglobin and myoglobin (Perutz and Mathews, 1966). Oxygen-quenching
studies of protein fluorescence pointed in the same direction, i.e. oxygen can
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reachbasically any location in aprotein with adiffusion coefficient that is only
slightly less than inthe surrounding water (Lakowicz and Weber, 1973).Further
evidence for protein flexibility came from the study of allosteric effects in
haemoglobin (Perutz, 1970) and from studies of fluorescence polarization
(Mendelson et al., 1973; Harvey and Cheung, 1977; Rigler, 1977) indicating
much shorter rotational relaxation times of aromatic amino acids inproteins than
would be expected from rotational motion of the whole protein. This internal
mobility of aromatic sidechains was also observed with nuclear magnetic
resonance measurements (Wagner, 1983; Wagner and Wuthrich, 1986;
Wuthrich, 1986).
During the last decade nuclear magnetic resonance measurements, X-ray
diffraction spectroscopy, time-resolved fluorescence andfluorescence anisotropy
experiments and molecular dynamics simulations yielded detailed information
withrespect tothe time scale of structural fluctuations inproteins.In ourpresent
picture of proteins both flexibility and rigidity play an important role. The
combination of both properties are considered fundamental requirements for
proteins to fulfil their wide range of functions (Gurd and Rothgeb, 1979;Huber,
1987). However, at present our knowledge about flexibility of proteins is
incomparably smaller than that about the aspects of static protein structures.For
thisreasonastrong interestexists inallmethodscapableof studyingthedynamic
aspectsofprotein flexibility. Twoof these techniques (fluorescence spectroscopy
and molecular dynamics simulations) are described here in some detail because
theyareusedthroughoutthisthesis.

Fluorescenceandfluorescenceanisotropy
The absorption of light excites a molecule from the lowest vibrational level
ofthe singlet ground statetovariousvibrationallevels ofexcited singlet statesin
about 10"15sec.Formolecules in solution the excess vibrational energy islost in
about 10"12 sec by internal conversion (nonradiative). Fluorescence emission
occurs when the molecule returns from the lowest vibrational level of the first
excited singlet statetooneofthevibrational levelsof thegroundelectronic state.
The absorption and emission of light is illustrated by a Jablonski diagram
(Figure 2),where the ground, first, and second electronic states are depicted by
S0,Sj ,andS2, respectively.
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Figure 2.Jablonskidiagramillustrating theabsorptionandemissionoflight.S0, Sj, andS2are
the ground, first, and secondelectronic states,respectively.Each electronic stateis sub-divided
into several vibrational levels. After the absorbtion of light (hvA and hvA) the system rapidly
relaxes tothelowestvibrational levelof thefirst excited state (partially viainternalconversion).
Fluorescence {hvp) occurs when the molecule returns from this excited state to one of the
vibrationallevelsofthegroundelectronicstate.

The frequency of the light emitted in fluorescence, v, is given by the
equation:
(1)

h
where AE is the energy change associated with the emission and h is Planck's
constant. Because of nonradiative losses of vibrational energy, fluorescence
obviously occurs atalonger wavelength thanabsorbance.Themaincause of this
so-called Stokes'shift istherapiddecay tothelowestvibrational levelofSj orto
excited vibrational levels of S0. In addition to these effects, fluorophores can
undergo excited-state reactions or can interact with solvent molecules leading to
an additional red-shift of the emission. The fluorescence quantum yield, Q,
defined asthe ratio of thenumber ofphotonsemitted toabsorbed, isnot equalto
unitybecauseofthesenonradiativeprocesses.
From thedepopulation oftheexcited stateinformation canbeobtained about
thecharacteristics of the environment of thefluorophore. The decayprocess can
bedescribed by:

*P-±=-(k +k )

(D )

(2)
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where D*isthepopulation of theexcited state,kFisthe fluorescence decay rate
andkNRrepresents the decay rate of allnonradiative processes.Eq. 2can alsobe
writtenas:
D*= D*ne-^

(3)

where DQ is the initial population of the excited state and T is the fluorescence
lifetime, T= ll(kF +kNR). The rate constant kF is the spontaneous transition
probability, and llkF is the natural lifetime, T0. This natural lifetime can be
calculated from the spectral properties of the fluorescent species,e.g. according
to Strickler and Berg (1962). Often the decay of fluorescence cannot be
described by a single first-order rate process because, for example, two ormore
species with different lifetimes arepresent inthe sample ortheexcited molecule
undergoes anexcited-state reaction,likequenching.Asimplified waytodescribe
thetimedependenceofthefluorescence decayisgivenby:
N

-tit

F{i)= Y.a1etlxi

(with i=l,2...JV)

where F(t) is the multi-exponential time-dependent fluorescence intensity, and
at and T,-are the amplitude parameter and relaxation times of component i,
respectively. The decay parameters can be determined by a nonlinear leastsquares curve-fitting procedure as described by Vos et al. (1987). A more
realistic waytoapproachfluorescence decays isbytreatingthemasdistributions.
It is known that the excited-state lifetime of a fluorophore in a protein is very
sensitive to the physical properties of its environment. As described above
protein environments often are very flexible, which will be reflected in a range
of fluorescence lifetimes, rather than a few discrete lifetimes. The recently
developed Maximum Entropy Method (Livesey and Brochon, 1987) approaches
the fluorescence decay by a distribution of lifetimes T, which are equally
distributed inlog(r) space.Byusing the Shannon-Jaynesinformation entropy an
optimal spectrum of decay times is recovered by maximizing this entropy and
minimizingx2 statistics.
Fluorophores preferentially absorb photons whose electric vectors are
aligned parallel to the transition moment of the fluorophore. The transition
moment has a defined orientation in the fluorophore. Upon excitation of an
isotropic solution with polarized light,one selectively excites those fluorophores

(4)
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whose absorption transition dipole isparallel totheelectricvector of theexciting
light. This selective excitation (photoselection) of an oriented population of
fluorophores results in a polarized fluorescence emission. The time-resolved
fluorescence anisotropy isdefined as(Jablonski, 1960):
r(t) =

yo-/^)
/„(/)+2/ ± (f)

(5)

where/||(f) andI±(t)are the time-dependent parallel and perpendicular polarized
components of emission, relative to the polarization direction of the exciting
beam.Sincethe anisotropy decay is superimposed ontheexcited state decay,the
time dependence of the anisotropic fluorescence contains information on both
excited state decay and rotational motion of molecules as well as on energy
transfer (Perrin, 1936; Ehrenberg and Rigler, 1972; Rigler and Ehrenberg,
1973;Szabo, 1984a;Bastiaensetal, 1991,1992).
Assuming that the absorption and emission transition transition moments
have fixed orientations within the fluorophore, the fundamental anisotropy,r0,is
givenby:
r =

OAQcos 8-1)

o

where the factor 0.4 originates from photoselection and 8 is the angle between
absorption and emission transition moment; the maximum value of r 0 is
therefore 0.4 (colinear transition moments).
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a powerful tool to study macromolecular
structure and dynamics. For many years information has been obtained using
steady-state fluorescence intensity measurements, but in the last two decades,
time-resolved fluorescence and fluorescence anisotropy studies enjoy an
increased interest because of instrumental and theoretical developments (van
Hoek et al., 1983; Chang et al., 1985; van Hoek and Visser, 1992). The
availability of high-quality laser and synchrotron systems as excitation sources
nowpermit subnanosecond measurements onaroutinebasis withhigh reliability
(this is especially true for time-correlated single-photon counting fluorimetry
(TCSPQ). Furthermore, theoretical studies provide a new basis for the
interpretation of fluorescence data (Lipari and Szabo, 1980; Szabo, 1984b;
Bajzer et al., 1990; Janssens et al., 1990; Ameloot et al., 1991). It has been

(6)
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suggested that heterogeneous fluorescence intensity decays in chemical and
biological systems might be better interpreted in terms of a distribution of
fluorescent lifetimes (Jamesetal, 1985;Alcalaetal., 1987a, 1987b;Livesey and
Brochon, 1987), as compared to analysis in discrete exponential terms. It has
been stressed that, whenever possible, the results of different analytical methods
should be checked with simulations based on parameters recovered from the
original experimental data (Ludescher et al., 1987;Prendergast et al., 1991).
Thesedevelopments enableresearchers toexamine the dynamics of ultrafast
physical and chemical processes at a molecular level. Applications are in the
fields of photophysics and photochemistry where it is now possible to probe
electronic and vibrational processes on a sub-nanosecond time scale. Extremely
fast femtosecond laserseven allow usto study biological processes that are'nonphotochemical' in nature (for reviews on femtosecond laser spectroscopy see:
Fleming, 1986;Shank, 1988).
Key technical factors in the development of picosecond fluorescence
instrumentation havebeen:theavailability ofstable lasersystemsthatcandeliver
excitation pulses of short duration (<10ps for dye lasers) and of sufficient peak
power, the existence of non-linear optical systems for 'frequency doubling' of
dye laser outputs (particularly useful with UVexcitation), and the availabilityof
ultrafast optical detection systems,mostly through the use of microchannel plate
photomultiplier tubes. The improvement of fluorescence techniques and
methodology continues and will further enhance the accuracy of quantitation of
fluorescence parameters that helps revealing the details of the intrinsically
complex photophysics of fluorophores, such as for instance the (naturally
occurring) fluorophores tyrosine, tryptophan and flavin.

Moleculardynamicssimulations
Since apart of this thesis concerns molecular dynamics (MD) simulations a
brief description of the method will be given here (for a recent review see:van
Gunsteren and Mark, 1992). MD simulations can be used to model the
conformational dynamics of a variety of systems, ranging from small organic
molecules to large proteins in different environments (in vacuo, crystals or in
solution). In combination with information obtained with spectroscopic
techniques computer simulations can be used for tracing conformational
differences between molecules in solution and in the crystalline state (solvent
effects). MD simulations can also be used in solving unknown 3-dimensional
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structures using starting configurations of comparable molecules. Simulations
are a very useful tool to do time series analysis of structural and energetic
properties andonethus cangaininsight intheinternaldynamics of amolecule.
Before performing any calculations the appropriate simulation program and
force field has to be chosen. Three MD programs are generally available and
frequently used: AMBER (Weiner and Kollman, 1981), CHARMm (Brooks et
al., 1983), and GROMOS (van Gunsteren and Berendsen, 1987).Each program
has itsadvantages anddisadvantages andtheactualchoiceisnotonlydetermined
by fully scientific considerations but is also based on experience of colleagues,
ease of use, availability and support. The standard MD programs provide a
limited number of potential functions to describe the models and the interaction
function is always a simplification of reality. In some cases standard MD
programs have to be modified for specific use or one even has to write a new
simulation program. In our case, in which we studied clostridial flavodoxin in
different oxidation states,theGROMOSprogram was selected for itisknown to
describe protein dynamics adequately.Theprocedures aswell asconditionsused
inour MDsimulations willbedescribedhere.
First aprotein structure file (PSF)has tobe created from aresidue topology
file (RTF).This residue topology file contains information about the molecular
topology of each of the amino acid residues as well asallkinds of small organic
molecules (like for example porphyrin or flavin mononucleotide). It also
contains information on atom names, atom types, atomic masses, and partial
atomic charges as well as lists of bonds, angles, dihedral angles and improper
dihedral angles for each of the individual protein building blocks. The protein
structure file contains information about the amino acid sequence (primary
structure) and chromophoric groups and iscompleted bypatching the aminoand
carboxyl ends and adding information where disulphide bridges are located
within the protein. All interaction parameters for the protein are read from the
interaction function parameterfile(IFP).Reduction of computational demands is
established using united atom representations in which hydrogens attached to
non-polar carbons are not treated explicitly. Only the so-called polar hydrogens
defined as those bonded to oxygen, nitrogen, olefin carbon, or carbonyl carbon
atoms are taken into account. Cartesian coordinates can be taken from
crystallographically obtained structures, aswell as from 'hand-built' structures.
In the early stages MD simulations were mainly performed in vacuo
(McCammon et al., 1977; Northrup et al., 1980; Levitt, 1980; Ichiye and
Karplus, 1983;Levy, 1985;Aqvist et al., 1985, 1986; Henry and Hochstrasser,
1987). However, under these conditions the characteristics of the surface
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residues aredistorted.Theclassical waytominimizetheseedgeeffects ina finite
system istouseperiodic boundary conditions in systems with orwithout solvent
molecules surrounding themolecule of interest.When simulations are performed
in solvent environment this means that the atoms of the system are placed in a
rectangular box with solvent molecules, and is surrounded by 26 identical
translated images of itself. As a consequence of the large number of atoms
involved, this approach is very expensive for proteins. An alternative and much
cheaper wayto simulate in solvent environment isthe use of spherical boundary
conditions.This means that the region of interest is surrounded by a sphere of
solvent molecules. Vacuum distortions are then minimized by positionrestraining the solventmolecules located inthe outer sphere (Figure 3).The size
of the system is then significantly smaller than the rectangular box and
simulations can be performed in convenient periods of time. Another way to
reduce the needed computer time is to apply bond-length constraints using the
SHAKE method (Ryckaert et al., 1977; van Gunsteren and Berendsen, 1977;
Berendsen and van Gunsteren, 1983). By constraining the degrees of freedom
with highest frequencies, the time step can be larger, reducing the required
computationtime.

Figure 3.Schematicdrawingof sphericalboundary conditions.Theregion of interest (active
site)is surrounded byasphere(Rl+R2)of solventmolecules.Theatomsintheinner sphere(/?j)
areallowedfull motion,whereasdieatomsinthesurroundingshell(R2)arepositionrestrainedin
ordertoreducethedeforming influence ofthenearbyvacuum.
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Prior to the MD simulation the potential energy of the molecular structure
has tobeminimized toeliminatelocal strains.Themostwidelyused methodsare
the Steepest Descent and Conjugate Gradient energy minimizations.The former
method is a simple first derivative method, which is very useful for small
conformational shifts to reduce local unfavorable steric contacts. It performs
well far from a minimum, but converges slowly near a minimum. The latter
method searches along directions corresponding to the local quadratic
approximation to the potential energy function, usually converging
superlinearly. Since it does not require manipulation and storage of large
matrices with dimensions equal to the number of degrees of freedom, it is most
appropriate for large systems,likeproteins.
After minimizing the energy the MD simulation canbe started by randomly
assigning atomic velocities (taken from a Maxwellian distribution) with total
kinetic energy according to:
N

f l m / = LN kT
4f

i=l

(7)

where w,-and v) are the mass and velocity of atom i, respectively, and the
summation extends over all atoms, k is the Boltzmann constant (k is 8.314*10"3
kJ.mol"1.K*1),Tisthe simulation temperature inKelvin,andA^is thenumberof
degrees offreedom inthesystemdenotedby:

w =3w
at

(8)

-N
at

c

withNatandNcarethenumber of atoms inthe simulated system andthenumber
of constraints,respectively.Thenumberof constraints comprise local constraints
(e.g.bond lengths) as well as global constraints (due to removal of translational
and/or rotational motion). Constant temperature of the simulated system is
achieved by weakly coupling to an external bath of constant temperature, T0
(Berendsen et al., 1984):
sdTVh

=

1_{T

no)

where the adjustable relaxation time xT determines the thermal energy exchange
between the system and the heat bath. A value of 0.1 ps was used in order to

(9)
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obtain reliable dynamics as fluctuations of global properties arestrongly
influenced when smaller time constants are applied (Berendsen etal., 1984).
Similarly, when periodic boundary conditions are used, coupling to abath of
constantreference pressure canbe established.
In the MD simulation method a series ofmolecular configurations as a
function of time (a trajectory) is generated by integration of Newton's equation
of motionfor allatoms inthe molecular system:

Fff) .dvJjt)
m.i

dt

2

(10)

r'

dt

where r., v.,a.andw,- arethe coordinates,velocity, acceleration and atomicmass
of atom i, respectively. The force F.exerted on atomiis given by the negative
gradient of the atomic interaction function V and depends on the coordinates of
allN atomsinthesystem:

P()

=

-3^,(0,^(0,
rN(t)]
drft)

(11)

Given the acceleration, approximate atomic velocities (see Eq. 10) canbe
computed after a smalltime step, At:

vn^At) =v.(t-^t) + ^ > , r > ,

^.At

(12)

m

i

Newcoordinates arethengivenby:
rt(t+At)=r.(/)+vft +*-At)At
Equations 12and 13form theso-called leap-frog schemebywhichEq. 10canbe
integrated insmall time steps. Smaller time steps enhance the quality ofthe
approximation, on the other hand the time step should be taken large enough to
simulate longer time spans. In practice values of 0.5 fs(when high-frequency
bond vibration is allowed) to 2 fs are used (when constraining bond lengths to
presetvalues).
The GROMOS force field used in our MDsimulations consisted of bonded
andnon-bondedterms:

(13)
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bonds

£

13

angles

^C-Co)2+ I

Kf(l+cos(n$-S)) +

dihedrals

improper
dihedrals

(14)
allpairs (ij)

r^Z

rf

^eOeRrij

The first term describes thebond-stretching interaction along covalent bond,b.
Itisaharmonic potentialinwhich theminimum energy bond length,b0,and the
force constant, Kb, vary with theparticular type of bond. The second term
represents thebond-angle (0)bending interaction inananalogous way.Thethird
and fourth terms describe thedihedral angle interactions; theformer term is the
harmonic for the so-called improper dihedrals (torsion angles £ that are not
allowed tomake transitions, e.g. dihedrals within aromatic rings ordihedralsto
maintain chirality) and the latter term isforthe proper dihedrals, described by a
sinusoidal, which may make 360° turns.Thelast term isasummation overall
pairs ofnon-bonded atoms iandj atdistance rtjandiscontrolled byaswitching
function, S(rjj), which is added to these interactions in order to allow fora
smooth behaviour ofthe interaction function when acut-off radius isused. The
summation models intramolecular interactions (between atoms that are 3or
more bonds apart) aswell asallintermolecular interactions andiscomposedof
repulsive (C]2) andattractive (C<$)vanderWaals interactions and Coulomb
interactions (between atoms with charges qxandqj), respectively. Therepulsive
and attractive van der Waals interactions are inversely proportional tothe
twelfth and sixth power of the distance rtj, respectively (Lennard-Jones
parametrization).Inthe GROMOS force field, the C]2(iJ)andC6(iJ)ofpairs of
hydrogen bond donors and acceptors are chosen such thatproperhydrogen bond
geometry andenergetics areobtained, given thecharges qt ander=\. For two
dissimilar atoms the C12(i,j) and C6(i,j) parameters are taken to bethe
geometrical mean oftheparametersforthe constituting atoms.
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Coupling offluorescenceanisotropy experiments withMD simulations
One ofthechallenging applications of time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy
measurements is to validate conclusions drawn from molecular dynamics
simulations. Although relatively few picosecond-resolved anisotropy
measurements with coupling to MD simulations have been reported thus far
(Ichiye and Karplus, 1983; Henry and Hochstrasser, 1987; MacKerell et al.,
1987, 1988; Chen et al., 1988; Axelsen et al., 1988, 1991; Axelsen and
Prendergast, 1989), a consensus is growing that fluorescence anisotropy decay
data canbevaluable incorroborating MDsimulations.
When the overall rotation is diffusional and isotropic the experimental
anisotropy (Eq. 5) can be written as a simple correlation function (Tao, 1969;
Kinosita etal., 1977;Zannoni, 1981):

K0=J<P2[£B(0).£«]>.*' t/t

(15)

where P2i—] is the second-order Legendre polynomial, jl and /x are the unit
transition dipole vectors with components defined in a local coordinate system
fixed in the molecule,the brackets (<...>) denote anensemble average, and 0ris
the correlation time for the isotropic rotation of the molecule. When the MD
calculations are performed in vacuo or with spherical boundary conditions, no
rotation (and translation) of the whole molecule is present and Eq. 15 can be
simplified:
tit) = l<P2[fia(0).iie(t)]>

(16)

Under these conditions the quantity <P2[fia(0). jle(t)]>is calculated directly, so
that the internal motional contribution to the time dependence of r(t) is obtained
independent of the overall molecular motion. The ensemble average of the
correlation function at time tm is estimated from a time average over the
simulationby:
N-m

<p.[fi(0).£(/)>=-L_ (N-m) y

pjfi(t).ji(t)]

n=\

whereN isthe number of datasets in the simulation, t„ isthe time coordinate of
the«'\dataset andtm isthe time interval tomdynamic time steps;the vectors//
andjl at timestn andtm, respectively, are calculated from the trajectory. When

(17)
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cylindrical symmetry of the probe and azimuthal symmetry of its motion within
the macromolecule is assumed (Lipari and Szabo, 1980; Brainard and Szabo,
1981;Ichiye andKarplus, 1983)theanisotropy givenbyEq. 15 becomes:
r(t) =2. e-Mr. P2(cos5). <P 2 [£ a (0). fia(t)]>

(18)

where 8istheanglebetween absorption andemission transition dipolemoments.

Outlineofthis thesis
The transfer of electrons involving proteins has been studied for many years.
It is assumed that protein structure and dynamics play an important role in this
process. The aim of this thesis is to examine the active site dynamics of
flavodoxins in different oxidation states. This has been performed by means of
time-resolved fluorescence methods and molecular dynamics simulations. The
results described in this thesis can be used as a first step in elucidating the
possible effect ofprotein dynamics onelectron transfer.
In Chapter 2 the time-resolved flavin fluorescence and fluorescence
anisotropy characteristics of four reduced flavodoxins are described:
Desulfovibrio gigas, Desulfovibrio vulgaris, Clostridium beijerinckii, and
Megasphaera elsdenii flavodoxin. The results obtained with two different
methods for analyzing the time-resolved polarized fluorescence decays are
compared. The results obtained for protein-bound reduced flavin are compared
toreduced flavin in solution.
Chapter 3 deals with the conformational dynamics of oxidized Clostridium
beijerinckiiflavodoxin. As in Chapter 2the protein-bound flavin characteristics
areexamined,butnowthedecaysarealsoanalyzedusingassociativemodelingof
fluorescence and fluorescence anisotropy decay parameters. The dissociation
constant for the equilibrium between protein-bound and free flavin is
determined.
Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of flavin and tryptophan motional
behaviour as obtained with molecular dynamics simulations. Both oxidized and
reduced flavodoxin were simulated in a solvent environment using spherical
boundary conditions.Comparison of the twooxidation states shows theeffect of
theflavin oxidation stateontheconformational dynamics oftheactivesite.
Chapter 5 describes a time-resolved tryptophan fluorescence and
fluorescence anisotropy study of two Desulfovibrio flavodoxins, one of which
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has an unknown three-dimensional structure (D.gigasflavodoxin). The results
are discussed in the light of energy transfer from the tryptophan residues to the
protein-bound flavin. From the three-dimensional structure of D. vulgaris
flavodoxin energytransfer rates canbecalculated.Bycomparison of steady state
and time-resolved fluorescence experiments the location of a tryptophan residue
intheD. gigas flavodoxin isdetermined.
In Chapter 6 the time-resolved tryptophan fluorescence characteristics are
reported for a number of apo- and holo-flavodoxins. The decays are analyzed
usingthemaximum entropy method.
Finally, Chapter 7 contains a description of the time-resolved fluorescence
and fluorescence anisotropy characteristics of a number of oxidized flavin
derivatives in aqueous solution. The effect of methylation of the isoalloxazine
ring onrotational behaviour is shown.
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Abstract
The time-resolved fluorescence and fluorescence anisotropy characteristics
of reduced flavin mononucleotide in solution as well as bound in flavodoxins
isolated from the bacteria Desulfovibrio gigas, Desulfovibrio vulgaris,
Clostridium beijerinckii and Megasphaera elsdenii have been examined. All
fluorescence and fluorescence anisotropy decays were analyzed by two different
methods: (a) least-squares fitting with a sum of exponentials and (b) the
maximum entropy method to yield distributed lifetimes and correlation times.
The results of both approaches are in excellent agreement. The fluorescence
decay of the free as well as protein-bound reduced flavin chromophore is made
up of threecomponents.Theshortest componentproves tobe relatively sensitive
to the environment and can therefore be used as a diagnostic tool to probe the
microenvironment of the reduced isoalloxazine ring system. The other two
longer fluorescence lifetime components are insensitive to the chromophore
environment and seem therefore related to intrinsic, photophysical properties of
the reduced chromophore. Fluorescence anisotropy decays show that the flavin
mononucleotide inallfour reduced flavodoxins isimmobilized within theprotein
matrix, as indicated by the recovery of a single rotational correlation time,
reflecting the rotation of the whole protein. No indications are found that rapid
structural fluctuations occur in reduced flavodoxins, and the mechanism of
electron transfer from flavodoxin to other redox proteins seems to involve
immobilized reduced flavin.

Introduction
Flavodoxins are small (14-25 kDa) electron-transfering proteins which can
be isolated from some algae and several anaerobic and aerobic bacteria grown
under iron-deficient conditions (Knight and Hardy, 1966; Mayhew, 1971),
although somebacteria alsoproduce flavodoxin under iron-containing conditions
(Benemann et al., 1969; Vetter and Knappe, 1971;Hatchikian et al., 1972; van
Lin and Bothe, 1972; Irie et al., 1973). Up to now, no flavodoxins have been
found inhigher animals orplants.
Flavodoxins promote electron transfer between two redox proteins aspartof
photosynthetic, nitrogen- or sulfate-reducing or hydrogen-evolving systems (for
a review see: Mayhew and Ludwig, 1975). Based on biochemical and
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spectroscopic differences, flavodoxins can be divided into two groups: the
rubrum-typeandpasteurianum-type of flavodoxins (D'AnnaandTollin, 1972).
Flavodoxins contain onenon-covalentlyboundflavin mononucleotide (FMN)
which can exist in three different oxidation states, i.e. oxidized, one-electron
reduced (semiquinone), and two-electron-reduced (hydroquinone). Under
physiological conditions flavodoxins shuttle between the semiquinone and
hydroquinone states and are thus one-electron transferring proteins.
Chemical composition and amino acid sequence are known for quite a
number of flavodoxins, while for a few flavodoxins in the oxidized state threedimensional structures havebeen elucidated (Watenpaugh et al., 1973; Burnettet
al., 1974; Smith et al., 1983; van Mierlo et al., 1990a). Furthermore, the
structures of semiquinone and reduced Clostridium beijerinckii flavodoxin
(Smith et al., 1977; Ludwig et al., 1982), semiquinone and reduced
Desulfovibriovulgarisflavodoxin (Watt et al., 1991) and reducedMegasphaera
elsdeniiflavodoxin (van Mierlo et al., 1990b)have been published. The overall
structures of these flavodoxins in their different oxidation states are highly
similar, except for some variations in protein conformation and amino acid
composition around the flavin chromophore. It has been shown that in reduced
CI. beijerinckii flavodoxin the protein backbone of residue Gly57 is rotated
towards the flavin facilitating hydrogen bonding between the apoprotein andthe
flavin molecule (Ludwig et al., 1982).Recently, Watt et al. (1991) demonstrated
a similar conformational change for reduced D. vulgaris flavodoxin. Nuclear
magnetic resonance studies of D. vulgarisflavodoxin have revealed a hydrogen
bondbetween theflavin atomN(l) andresidueAsp95inallthreeoxidation states
(Vervoort et al., 1986), implying that atom N(l) remains unprotonated upon
reduction. These studies confirmed a similar finding in the three different
oxidation states ofCI. beijerinckii flavodoxin (Ludwig etal.,1982).
Comparison of the structures of oxidized D. vulgarisand CI.beijerinckii
flavodoxin (Mayhew and Ludwig, 1975) shows a high degree of similarity
between the folding of the polypeptide chains, but differences in the flavin
binding sites exist. Firstly, the orientation of the isoalloxazine rings with respect
to the otherwise aligned crystallographic protein structures are at 24° to each
other. Secondly, thedistancebetween theflavin N(5)and thecarbonyl oxygenof
the rotated glycine residue is somewhat shorter in CI.beijerinckii flavodoxin
(0.28 nm) as compared to D. vulgaris flavodoxin (0.30 nm). Furthermore, the
tryptophan residue which islocated nearthe active site inD. vulgarisflavodoxin
is not stacked with the isoalloxazine of the flavin (the tryptophan-flavin centerto-center distance is 0.55 nm), whereas in CI.beijerinckii flavodoxin residue
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Trp90 seems to be stacked with the flavin chromophore (center-to-center
distance is0.31 nm).Based onnearly identicaltryptophanfluorescenceresults it
was noted that Desulfovibrio gigas and D. vulgaris flavodoxins have a very
similar tryptophan residue in common (Leenders et al., 1990). Although only
limited information about proton-proton distances between the flavin molecule
and the M. elsdenii apoflavodoxin is available from 2-dimensional 'H-NMR
studies (van Mierloet al., 1990a,b),it seems that in this flavodoxin theflavin is
stacked with atryptophan residue (Trp91).
The differences in flavin environment are reflected in the spectroscopic
properties of theflavodoxins.Shifted absorption maxima and different ellipticity
cross-over points in visible circular dichroism spectra between both classes of
flavodoxins result in two clearly distinguishable flavodoxin-types (D'Anna and
Tollin, 1972). Redox properties (Mayhew and Ludwig, 1975) and Raman
spectroscopy also revealed significant differences in flavin vibrational
frequencies in bacterial flavodoxins belonging to the two classes (Visser et al.,
1983).
There is cumulating evidence for the existence of rapid structural
fluctuations inproteinsand attention isbeing focussed torelatethese fluctuations
with biochemical reactions (Karplus and McCammon, 1983; Kraut, 1988;
Farnum et al., 1991). Such fluctuations may play an important role in the
mechanism ofelectron transfer of flavodoxins.
Since crystallographically obtained structures contain only limited
information about internal dynamics, other spectroscopic techniques have to be
applied to obtain more detailed information. Time-resolved protein fluorescence
is widely used to investigate structure and dynamics (for general references see
Rigler and Ehrenberg, 1973, 1976; Cundall and Dale, 1983; Lakowicz, 1983;
Beechem and Brand, 1985). Both segmental motion of a chromophore and
isotropic rotation of a whole protein can be observed using high-resolution
fluorescence techniques. The most intensively studied probe is tryptophan but
also other intrinsic probes, like tyrosine and flavin, and extrinsic probes can be
used to study protein dynamics. We have employed sensitive time-resolved
fluorescence and fluorescence anisotropy techniques toobtain information onthe
dynamic characteristics of reduced flavin in flavodoxins. Reduced flavins are
intrinsically fluorescent and their fluorescence properties have been globally
investigated for several reduced model compounds and flavoproteins (Ghisla et
al., 1974; Visser et al., 1979; Visser et al., 1991). The fluorescence of reduced
(1,5-dihydro) flavins, free or bound in flavodoxin as dealt with in this article,
have in general a rather low quantum yield, which is in contrast to the
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fluorescence quantum yield of 4a,5-dihydroflavins (Lee et al., 1991). Four
reduced flavodoxins were investigated: D. gigas and D. vulgaris flavodoxin as
members of the rubrum class of flavodoxins and CI.beijerinckii and M. elsdenii
flavodoxin as members of thepastaurianum class of flavodoxins. The results are
compared with the dynamic fluorescence properties of free reduced flavin
mononucleotide.

Materials and Methods
Preparation of the flavodoxins
The preparation of flavodoxins from D. gigas, D. vulgaris, CI. beijerinckii,
and M. elsdenii was as described previously (Mayhew, 1971; Irie et al., 1973;
LeGall and Hatchikian, 1967; Mayhew and Massey, 1969). Fluorescent grade
flavin mononucleotide (FMN) was obtained from Merck. FMN and the
flavodoxins were dissolved in 70 mM pyrophosphate buffer pH 8.3 at
concentrations which varied from 50 to 150 fiM. These, for optical spectroscopy,
rather high concentrations were necessary because of the low absorbance of the
reduced chromophore at the excitation wavelength. The anaerobic solutions were
reduced by the addition of equimolar amounts of sodium dithionite as described
by Ghisla et al. (1974). Substoichiometric amounts of dithionite would result in
incomplete reduction and remaining small traces of oxidized flavodoxin would
cause a disturbing signal because of its significantly higher quantum yield of
fluorescence. All chemicals used were of the highest purity available and only
Millipore-filtered water was used. All experiments were conducted between 4 °C
and 37 °C.

Time-resolved fluorescence andfluorescence anisotropy measurements
Fluorescence and fluorescence anisotropy decays were measured using the
time-correlated single photon counting technique (van Hoek et al., 1983, 1987;
van Hoek and Visser, 1985, 1992; Visser et al., 1985;Vos et al., 1987). Reduced
free and protein-bound flavin was excited at 444.0 nm with vertically polarized
light. Erythrosin-B served as a reference compound to yield the instrumental
response function (Erythrosin-B shows a single exponential fluorescence decay
with a slightly temperature-dependent lifetime, which amounts to 80ps at 20 °C).
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After excitation the parallel and perpendicular polarized fluorescence intensities
weremonitored using a557.9nm linefilter (Schottwithhalf band width of 13.0
ran) in combination with a cut-off filter (Schott OG530). In this way the
disturbing Raman scattering signal ofwater isnotdetected and only fluorescence
photons are detected and accumulated in discrete channels of the multichannel
analyzer. Due to the relatively low fluorescence quantum yields of the reduced
flavodoxins, the background fluorescence arising from the buffer had to be
subtracted, since it amounted to a few percent of the protein fluorescence. The
fluorescence and fluorescence anisotropy decays were analyzed by two different
methods.Thetotal fluorescence decays were analyzed bynonlinear least-squares
fitting of theexperimental datawith asumofexponentials (Vosetal., 1987):

fit) =in(t)+ 2gix(t)= £ a( e-^i

with 1=1,2,

n

(1)

wheref{i) isthe deconvoluted time-dependent fluorescence, i^jt) andij_(0arethe
parallel and perpendicular polarized fluorescence components, and g is the
correction factor for the different responses of the instrumentation to parallel
and perpendicular polarized light. Polarizers were aligned carefully, and when
measuring reference samples of known anisotropy, it was found that no
correction was needed (g-factor is 1).a,-and T,- are the relative contribution and
fluorescence lifetime of component i, respectively. The fluorescence anisotropy
decays,r(0, were globally analyzed inananalogous manner:
withy=l,2,

m

(2)

where m is the number of rotational correlation time components, fij and ty are
the amplitude and rotational correlation time of component j , respectively. The
sum of Pj corresponds to the initial anisotropy, r(0). The parallel and
perpendicular fluorescence decays were globally analyzed by minimizing the
reduced%2 statistics:
(3)
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where N is the number of degrees of freedom, Ic(k) andI0(k) are the calculated
and observed number of photons in channel k, respectively. Furthermore, a, is
thevariance inchannel k.
The fluorescence decay as well as the fluorescence anisotropy decay were
also analyzed in terms of a continuous distribution of decay times by means of
the maximum entropy method (MEM, developed and distributed by Maximum
Entropy Data Consultancy Ltd.,Cambridge,U.K.).Inthismethod Livesey et al.,
1986; Livesey and Brochon, 1987), a spectrum of decay times, a(r), can be
recovered byconsidering the totalfluorescence, /(f):

I(t)=I]ft) + 2gI1it) = E(t)

f

a(T)e~t/TdT

(4)
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where I(t) is the sum of the polarized fluorescence intensities (I\\(t) and I±(t))
which are convolved (represented by the symbol *) with the shape of the
excitation pulse, E(t). a(r) represents the number of fluorophores that decay
with time constant T.The image a(r), which is formally the inverse Laplace
transform of the measured intensities deconvoluted from the excitation pulse
E(t), is calculated in such a way that it results in a maximum value of the
Skilling-Jaynes entropy,5(Jaynes,1983):

a(r) -OT(T)-a(r) log
Jo

^-dx

m(T)

where m(r) is the starting model for the distribution of fluorescence lifetimes.
The entropy is maximized under the condition that the reduced %2(Eq. 3) is
minimized (Jaynes, 1983).When no apriori knowledge about the shape of the
distribution was available, m(t) was set to a flat distribution in log(r) space as
this introduces the least correlations between the a(r) parameters (Livesey and
Brochon, 1987;Merola et al., 1989).
From fluorescence anisotropy experiments one can recover the complete 3dimensional image )<T,0,ro), representing the number of fluorophores with
lifetime T, rotational correlation time <j>, and initial anisotropy rQ(Livesey and
Brochon, 1987). If one assumes that rand <j> are uncorrelated (non-associative
model) the images a ( r ) and f}($) are independent as expressed by the
deconvoluted polarized fluorescence intensitycomponents:

(5)
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oix)etlxdx

in«) = \ |

I {l + 2j8(0)}e-^d0

(6)
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and

'±»-* f
Jo

dT)e't/TdT

r

I [1-(5(<p)} et/(t> d<j)

(7)
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where the integrated amplitude j8(0) corresponds to the initial anisotropy r0,
which isdependent on thedegree of non-coincidence of absorption and emission
transition moments, and r 0 may be defined by an (average) angle 8 between
them:
r = ^(3cos

8-1)

(8)

A spectrum of rotational correlation times </>, P(<t>), is obtained for which it
also applies that,ifnoaprioriknowledge of the distribution isknown, theinitial
spectrum shouldbetakenflat inlog(0)space.
In the analysis of the fluorescence decay an a(r) image consisting of 150
decay times equally spaced in log(-r) space (ranging from 0.01 ns to 15ns)was
recovered. This image was then fixed in the anisotropy decay analysis where an
image/3(0)consisting of 150rotational correlation times equally spaced inlog(0)
space (from 0.05 nsto 30ns) was recovered.

